The uid policy also indicates the approximate path that will be taken to recover from large queues: Routing only switches to queues with larger holding cost and once a large queue empties it will remain approximately empty.
Hajek [3] considers the following arrival routing problem. Upon their arrival, customers are routed to one of two servers, each with its own queue. After being served, they depart. The objective is to minimize long-run average holding cost. Under exponential service and interarrival time assumptions, he shows that the optimal policy has a threshold form: Route to server 1 if the number of customers at server 2 exceeds a threshold. This threshold is a nondecreasing function of the number of customers
at server 1.
We analyze a [2] of this system with servers. The motivation for studying the uid model is that it is tractable while the original problem is not.
Although the uid model is transient and deterministic, it gives a surprising amount of information about the original problem. The analysis also gives insight into when the optimal policy for the uid model does not contain useful information. Optimal uid trajectories for this problem have a simple form. First, they avoid starving servers whenever possible. Routing of the remaining arrivals switches only to highercost servers with nonempty bu ers. Once a bu er empties it remains empty. Thus, the control has at most 2 1 points at which it changes: times when a bu er empties and up to 1 switch points. Although we do not have a polynomial algorithm for computing these trajectories, a method is given for nding the switching surfaces so that the complete policy can be speci ed for small .
Call the optimal policy for the original network the and the optimal policy for the uid model the We give numerical examples of using the uid policy in the discrete system. These examples illustrate that the uid policy can perform very poorly when the switching surface lies on the boundary of the state space. However, it is generally good when the switching surfaces lie in the The uid analysis of this problem is simpli ed because the uid policy can be easily translated to the discrete system. Ambiguity arises only in those states where the uid policy splits the arrivals among two or more servers. Even this control can be implemented as a randomized control in the discrete system. The di culty that usually arises in translating sequencing controls is that the uid policy moves uid through an empty bu er, while in the discrete system a server must idle (see [5] for more discussion). This di culty does not occur for arrival routing.
The next section introduces the discrete and uid models. The uid solution for two servers is given in section 3 with a proof of optimality. at each . The objective is to minimize long-run average holding cost. The appropriate control for this problem is a stationary state-feedback control. In a slight abuse of notation, let denote the state-feedback control ( ( ) ( )) in state ( ) = .
The uid model is obtained when all transitions are replaced by their mean rates and a continuous state is used; ( ) is the length of the server queue at time , with ( ) . Under the stability condition , the uid model will drain from any initial state; i.e., for initial state we can choose a time horizon such that ( ) = 0 for all for a suitable class of policies. Hence, the uid control problem uses "cost to drain" as its objective:
If ( ) = 1, arrivals are routed to class at . The control has been added to enforce idling. It is optimal to set ( ) = 1 if ( ) 0 and ( ) = 0 otherwise.
The greedy policy will avoid starving servers whenever possible and then route to the server with smallest holding cost. In light of this, we order the classes . 
otherwise route to server 1. Note that this policy makes a tradeo between the higher short term cost of routing to server 2 and postponing the starvation of server 2.
To show that this policy is optimal for the rst case, observe that server 2 is never starved. Consequently, this policy postpones starvation as long as possible and minimizes the total queue length ( ) + ( ) at every . Since , it also minimizes the cost rate ( ) at every .
In the second case, we make use of the scaling property of uid policies: If a control is optimal in state , it is also optimal in state for 0. Furthermore, we need only consider extreme point controls, where ( ) = 0 or 1, except on regions of smaller dimension (such as = 0). Hence, the policy must consist of regions of constant control bounded by linear switching curves through the origin. Clearly, the routing is to server 2 when = 0. Let : be the maximal region containing the boundary = 0 in which routing is to server 2. When routing to server 2 and 0 the trajectory has slope ( ) . First, assume 0 ( ) . With this upper bound, trajectories only pass from above the switching curve = to below it and the routing switches from server 1 to server 2. Consider the following perturbation of a trajectory: Shift the switching curve by decreasing slightly. Any trajectory that crosses the curve will be perturbed by some , where = .
For to be the an optimal switching curve, it must satisfy the rst order condition = 0, or = .
From an initial state on the switching curve, routing is to server 2 and the cost is 
Then ( ) 0 whenever ( ) 0. The switching curve = ( ) routes more arrivals to server 1 and still does not starve server 2. Hence, has at least as small a total queue length and cost rate as at every , contradicting the assumption.
The nal possibility, = 0, is eliminated by continuity and convexity in .
We have shown that (4) is an optimal switching curve. In principle, there could be additional switching curves above the one we have found, however, they would violate the monotonicity established by Hajek. The absence of additional switching curves can also be established by calculating the cost of the resulting trajectories, as we have done above. We have established optimality by direct cost calculations. The separated continuous linear programming duality approach of [1] could also be used.
This section presents similar results for servers; however, only rst order conditions are given for the switching surfaces and these conditions are not explicit. Instead, an algorithm is informally described for computing the switching surfaces. Numerical results and the results for two servers suggest that the rst order conditions do in fact give the optimal policy.
Let be the integer satisfying
The uid policy avoids starving whenever possible and can be chosen so that servers + 1 never starve. Let ( ) = : = 0 . Avoiding starving requires routing ( ) = to empty bu ers. The remaining decision is how to route ( ) = ( ). We will describe policies by how they route ( ); essentially, this Never route to servers Never switch to an empty bu er at Only switch to higher-cost servers (from to , ) If , then never route to servers or higher.
Proof.
is the routing to nonempty bu ers. We consider only policies that do not split ( ) between servers, since splitting is not needed to achieve optimality. This part of the problem ends at the starvation time = min : ( ) 0 . No servers are starved before . Let ( ) be an optimal trajectory and = lim inf 0 : ( ) = 0 .
Note that if (0) = 0 but the initial routing makes˙(0) 0, then is the time bu er empties.
It is optimal to route to the server with the minimal index ( ) = ( ) This directional derivative will exist for all and can be thought of as the incremental cost per unit of uid initially in bu er . Furthermore, [1] shows that ( ) is continuous along a trajectory. Thus, if the optimal routing switches from server to server at , then
Consider a small amount of additional uid initially in bu er . Relative to ( ), the additional uid stays in bu er until If then the additional uid leaves the system at . If and routing is to at , then the additional uid is in bu er from until . This shifting continues until , giving a sequence of cost terms
1. + 1 .
2. 0.
3. .
4.
Property 1 follows from the fact that these servers never starve. Property 2:
Switching from server to when = 0 before means that will increase. If it is optimal to route to for 0, then there is an to switching surface in the interior of the state space. Since all switching surfaces are linear and through the origin, the trajectory must have been in the region where server is preferred to before .
But then would have increased and the trajectory could not have reached = 0.
Property 3: Suppose it is optimal to switch from server to server at , so that (5) holds. By Property 2, 0. First, assume 0. In a previous small interval , the indices have changed by = ( ) ( ) = and = because only the rst term in (6) changes. But optimality requires , , and, if we break ties appropriately, . Property 4: The optimal routing cannot be to server at because this would mean that ( ) and = . By Property 2, it is not optimal to switch to server after it empties. Now suppose routing is to a higher cost server for some interval of length while server is empty.
Change the policy by routing a small increment to server at the beginning of the interval. At the end of the interval, shift the same amount back to server by suspending the portion of being routed to server . This change shifts from bu er to for time , reducing cost. Therefore, it is never optimal to route to a higher cost server while bu er is empty. By Property 3, the routing also must be to lower cost servers at earlier times.
A consequence of Theorem 1 is that trajectories are acyclic, in the sense that once a bu er empties it remains empty. It also simpli es condition ( 5). =
If a trajectory switches from server to at , then, by Property 4, .
Hence, (6) contains only the rst term and (5) simpli es to (7).
The optimal policy never routes to again, so = . Because depends on the policy, we do not have a simple algorithm for computing an optimal trajectory. Let be the time of the next switch after switching to at time 0. If there are no more switches, set = . Again using Property 3, In principle, the following approach can be used to compute the switching surfaces.
However, the number of cases to be computed is exponential in . First, nd the switching surfaces. Setting = , there are no more switches, so = Knowing the future control, nd ( ) in terms of and solve (8) and (7). Next, nd the 1 switching surfaces (set = 1). To nd , consider the trajectory that continues routing to 1. If it intersects the 1 switching surface, the intersection is at . If not, set = . Again, the future routing is known and we can nd ( ).
Continue in this fashion, decreasing to nd all of the switching surfaces.
We have compared the uid and discrete policies for three examples. Example 1 has two servers and no interior uid switching curve, example 2 has two servers and a switching curve, and example 3 has three servers and switching surfaces. The discrete policy was found using dynamic programming value iteration on a truncated state space. The policies were compared by computing their average cost in the discrete model. For convenience, cost of the uid policy was computed using a "value iteration" algorithm without the minimization operator.
The uid policy was translated to the discrete model as follows. In example 1, if = 0 and 0, route to 2 instead of splitting the arrivals as in (3). The control used when exactly on a switching curve, e.g., when equality holds in (4), does not a ect uid trajectories but does a ect discrete cost. At 0 we used (4) for example 2 and the analogous inequality for example 3: Route to the higher cost server when on a switching surface. At the origin, we rst tried routing to the server with minimum The uid and discrete policies for example 1 are shown in Figure 1 . Routing is to server 1 above the curve and server 2 below it. Average cost is 2.41 for the discrete policy and 7.78 for the uid policy (223% suboptimal). For example 2, average cost is 1.18 for the discrete policy and 1.36 for the uid policy (15% suboptimal). The discrete switching surfaces, viewed in cross sections of the state space, resemble the uid. The main features of uid trajectories can be seen in Figure 3 , which plots ( ) for one initial state. It uses the parameters of example 3 except that a fourth server has been added that never starves. Bu er 4 empties rst, without being starved. Routing switches from server 1 to 2 to 3, then bu er 3 empties and starvation occurs. Finally, bu ers 2 then 1 empty. As required by (7), when switching from server 1 to server 2, the times until these bu ers drain are in the ratio = = 2.
Similarly, when switching from server 2 to server 3, = = 2.
These numerical tests suggest that the uid policy is similar to the discrete policy when there are switching surfaces on the interior of the state space. Theoretical results 9
